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With Preity Zinta, Saif Ali Khan, Chandrachur Singh, Anupam Kher.n A young student
faces difficulties and challenges. She belongs to a low class, and is not a support for
society, but still she comes out of this situation and begins to fight for her rights... This is
an ancient Indian epic, which presents some of the ideas that are held in modern times.
The epic was translated into French in 1953 by a German writer and philosopher who
called it Parnassus on Earth. It is popular in many countries of the world, and has been
filmed many times... This Indian film is based on a long-standing event that took place in
the past. They did not have funds for the wedding and decided to play it the next day. The
weather was wonderful, they were healthy. However, when they returned home the
following month, they found the house empty, and they realized that they had died... The
story of a young girl who loves to gamble. She met one guy and they fell in love, he
changed her life, she returned to normal life and started looking for a new job, but one
man approached her and began to offer her all his fortune to her ... The confrontation
between the two principalities remains open for several more centuries, between Seltiman
and Vijayanomdara. The lotus flower, which is the symbol of the principality of
Vijayanagar, is the main symbol in the celebration of the Country Day. The film presents
one of these holidays ... Almost no one has heard of this film, since it is one of the last in
the career of A.R. Goswami. It aroused great interest. This film tells a story that a young
man endured every day. He had a disease that was killing everything in him, he couldn't
walk... The events of the film unfold in a small town, in some cozy house, which is located
in the mountains. A man named Kamal was very poor and now lives in this house, while
his wife and two children are in great poverty. He is trying to fix his life in order to earn
money... This Indian film tells about one small temple, which is located on the territory of
India. This temple is located near a small river and is now visited by pilgrims from nearby
countries. Although this temple has only one minister, this temple is famous for its
unusual religious practices. This priest is experiencing a real miracle, as he has been tried
several times already, but every time his spa
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